Fun scientiﬁc experiences
for children. 30 fascinating
experiments at home
by E. Belko
Do you want to arrange the real scientiﬁc laboratory
at home? For this purpose it isn’t obligatory to get at
all the expensive equipment and other things, usual
material will be enough. In our book there are curious
experiments on physics, chemistry, biology at home
and street. Each experience contains the step-by-step
description, scientiﬁc explanation and a fun picture! The
book is for children from kindergarten and to younger
school age.

Why does Mona Lisa smile? And 100 children
“why” about art and artists 6+
By Anastasia Volkhovskaya
Why does Mona Lisa smile? Why did Dali’s hours
melt? Why did Cezanne draw apples? Why is “A
black square” not so black? You will ﬁnd answers
to one hundred children’s questions about art
and artists and the excursion become fascinating adventure in the museum. Anastasia Volkhovskaya, the author has two beautiful children.
Thanks to children, she learned to see the world
from height meter and answer the main questions. “This book — part of surprising travel to the
country of art. On the way we met big museums
and small galleries, famous artists and beginners, huge cloths and small reproductions, bright
books, albums and paints. It isn’t important,

whether there was a canvas before children
in the light workshop or a piece of road at a
playground — the pleasure from creativity was
equal and inﬁnite “why” were repeated. They
registered in a notebook, on museum tickets in
memory. This book was also born from answers
to them “.

types of dolls animal from fabric and other
textile materials. The author, the famous
master, the participant of numerous
competitions and exhibitions, not simply
represents the detailed, richly illustrated
master classes in production, but also
shows how to sew a small miracle, oﬀers
patterns of dolls, clothes models, opens
secrets of toning, sewing and dressing
of clothes, creation of accessories. Dolls,
hares, horses and bears are sewed by
the hands simply created to make happy
children and adults, guard children rooms,
give smiles and heat, bring a drop of a
spontaneity and irony in every day, make
laugh and awake real emotions and the
deepest feelings!

Dolls are made from fabric:
the best models

How to draw any history. 6+
By Tatyana Zadorozhnyaya
Tatyana Zadorozhnyaya — the master of
inventing and drawing of diﬀerent stories.
For many days ago history about herself,
the fairy tale about an Masha, ant-eater
and Juan Antonio’s ant, the comic book

about a worm optimist became hits of
Russian-speaking Internet space. Now you
will be able to think out and draw various
stories independently — with children
or friends, all family or all class, at night
under a blanket or at boring meeting...
Devise the heroes, draw their characters
and emotions, dream with unusual plots
and unexpected endings! Before you is an
inﬁnite ﬁeld for creativity and fun: white
sheet and one million ideas!

By E. Gridneva
What can be more expensive than the
toy are made by hands? Fabric dolls have
won our hearts strongly; they try to press
“Teddie”, well-known bears. This book is
devoted to them - the lovely, amusing
and very nice author’s kuka, hares,
bears and other charming
creations known under
the “Kyklook” brand. They
are “Monpasye”, small
dolls little men, 15-17 cm
of height and big dolls, 50
sm of height, and some

